Make Your Café

G URMET!
HIGH-END DESSERT SOLUTIONS
TO EXPAND YOUR MENU

Whether for a break, a social gathering or a
work appointment, millions of people head to
their local coffee shops, cafés and restaurants to
enjoy their daily caffeine boost, favourite drinks
or pastries. While customer service and wait time
are important for these establishments, the quality
and variety of the menu offerings is what people
are really looking for. In a setting where both
beverages and delicacies coexist, the key is to
focus on top-notch goods prepared with the best
ingredients on the market.
A new gourmet experience for your customers
begins with PreGel CANADA. From original
flavours and garnishes for coffee to ingredients
for bite-size pastries and trendy desserts, PreGel
offers the ingredient solutions you need to create
something new in the world of coffee. Our easyto-use products will help you realize the untapped
potential of frozen desserts, beverages and
pastries in your shop.
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A NEW GOURMET EXPERIENCE
BEGINS WITH PREGEL CANADA!
PANINI GELATO: The Hot Innovation that Will Keep Your Customers Cool!
Highlighted by the Canadian Restaurant & Foodservice Association as a hot innovation
this year, PreGel’s Panini Gelato brings the world of pastries and frozen desserts together.
Featuring PreGel’s Panini Gelato Press, Panini Gelato is created by taking a sweet bun
filled with a scoop of frozen yogurt, soft serve, gelato or ice cream, and a topping, then
neatly pressing it in the machine. The Panini Gelato Press warms the outside of the bun
while preserving the cold and delicious dessert in the middle.
The concept is attractive to business owners looking to expand their offerings with an
original, convenient and affordable dessert solution. Fresh-made and assembled on the
spot, the bun takes the place of a cone, cup or cookie and is served either sliced or as a
full sandwich served in a wrapper for a more on-the-go solution.
CAFFÉTONE™, FRUITTONE™ & YOGURTTONE™: Drinkable Desserts for all Palates!
PreGel’s latest frozen dessert and beverage concept is the perfect accent to chill your
menu and offer your customers something they’ve never had before. With Caféttone™,
Fruittone™ and Yogurttone™ your customers can enjoy a coffee concoction, a healthy
sorbet beverage, an elaborate alcoholic drink or a serving of soft serve. Featuring an
affordable tabletop machine and instant shelf-stable powdered mixes called Tenerissimo™
that only require the addition of water or milk, the concept produces delicious frozen
beverages similar to soft gelato. Our program provides operators with all the necessities
they need to execute a new menu with minimum preparation.

MONTERICCO NATURAL FRUIT PURÉES: Fresh Fruit that’s Always in Season!
With only a limited selection of fresh fruits available all year long, preparing your
customer’s favourite drink or dish can be cumbersome out of season. Now with
Montericco Natural Fruit Purées, you can choose between a selection of 24 fruit purées
any time of the year. Easy to store frozen and convenient to use, these purées are
packaged in 1kg jars and are an asset in the kitchen.
PreGel’s Montericco Natural Fruit Purées are Canadian-made and Kosher certified. The
Natural Fruit Purées can be used in pastries, frozen desserts, beverages, entrees and
appetizers. Montericco is the ideal secret ingredient to all pastry delicacies and sweets.

WATCH STEP-BY-STEP TUTORIALS AT WWW.THEPREGELCHANNEL.COM.
To learn more about how our products can provide a gourmet experience and diversify your offerings,
contact us directly at 905 265 9099 or email us at pregel@pregelcanada.com.
PreGel CANADA | Tel: 905 265 9099

PreGel CANADA – West | Tel: 778 298 2898
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